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Why Lobachevsky
University? 
Becoming an exchange student at
Lobachevsky University will give you
more than a good deal of new
knowledge at the cutting edge of
modern science and more than a boost
in your professional career. You will
study at one of Russia’s top classical
universities with rich academic
traditions, you will plunge into its unique
atmosphere of scholarship and
innovation, you will learn about this
country’s culture and traditions and you
will certainly make many new friends.
Lobachevsky University, founded in
1916, is now a large comprehensive
research university implementing a wide
range of advanced educational
programs and creating innovative
products at the intersection of sciences.

Students here are offered excellent
exchange opportunities with a variety
of courses taught in English. What is
more, Lobachevsky University is a
perfect choice to be your first study
abroad experience. Our professional
admissions team, will guide you from
the on-line application procedure to
your safe trip back home.

Where is Lobachevsky
University?

Nizhny Novgorod, the hometown to our
University, is situated in the European
centre of Russia at the confluence of
the Volga and Oka rivers.
Due to its location, Nizhny Novgorod
can be listed among the most
picturesque Russian cities.

In the past Nizhny Novgorod was
referred to as Russia's pocket or the
third capital of Russia after Moscow and
St. Petersburg.

Today Nizhny Novgorod is a city with
well-developed infrastructure, business
and industrial potential, and one of
Russia's tech hubs, Lobachevsky
University was the first higher education
institution in Russia, where the IT
faculty was established.

In 2018 Nizhny Novgorod was one of
Russia's cities to host 6 FIFA World
Cup games. Lobachevsky University
was the institution to establish a FIFA
World Cup Volunteer Center; it also
joined the FIFA Legacy Programme.

FACTS
and
FIGURES



How to apply

Choose a program you want to join
Fill in the application form (it can be
downloaded using the QR-code above) and
send it to mobility@unn.ru with a copy of your
passport.

Our mobility coordinator will send you an
acceptance letter with the list of necessary
documents, tuition and visa fees and living
costs. We are glad to announce that studies
for students from partner universities are free
of charge.
Once the acceptance letter is signed, you will
receive the invitation. Usually this process
takes around a month.
When the invitation is ready, you can apply
for a visa. Students usually receive a visa for
3 months, which is extended later with the
assistance of the host university, You will be
informed in detail about visa extension upon
your arrival in Nizhny Novgorod.
Once your visa is ready, please inform the
Lobachevsky university mobility coordinator
and receive further information on your
arrival.
Come to Nizhny Novgorod and enjoy your
semester abroad with Lobachevsky
University!

To become a participant of our exchange
program, you have to complete seven simple
steps:

* If you are a student of a partner university, please,
inform your International office - they will contact our
mobility coordinator directly

Application closing dates

Semester 1 (Sept - Jan) 01/07

Semester 2 (Feb - June) 01/12

Academic calendar

Term period 01/09 - 31/01

Fall semester

Lecture period 01/09 - 31/12

Exam period 09/01 - 31/01

Spring semester

Term period 01/02 - 30/06

Lecture period 01/02 - 31/05

Exam period 31/05 - 30/06

Choose your course 
As a research and innovation
university, Lobachevsky
University is competing with
the world's leading research
and educational centers. We
offer a wide variety of
English-taught courses.

Fundamental informatics and information
technology (BA) 
Economics (BA)
International relations (BA)  
Management of business and finance (MA) 
Sociology of politics and international
relations (MA)

English-taught programs*

Application form

*B2 level - strongly recommended



PREPARE FOR ARRIVAL

Student visa

Every student* has to get a student visa before coming to Nizhny
Novgorod. The migration authorities issue an invitation letter approximately
4 weeks after the University`s official request. The original invitation letter is
required in order to obtain a three-month student visa at the local Russian
Embassy. If a student wants to study for a longer period, they can have
their visa extended without leaving the country. One month prior to the
expiration of their visa, they should come to Visa and Immigration Support
Office (room 305) with all the necessary documents. Visa extension costs
1600 RUB.

* Citizens of Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, Ukraine do not need a visa to study in Russia.

Insurance

Ambulance treatments and services
Inpatient treatment and services
Emergency treatment and services
Repatriation treatment and services

All international students must have a medical insurance policy valid in
Russia that covers policy holder for the following medical services in
Russia:

We strongly recommend all our students to purchase Russian health
insurance. Students will have the opportunity to buy Russian health
insurance upon arrival at our Visa and Immigration Support Office (room
305). It costs about 3000 rubles per semester (standard price for students
from all health insurance companies).

GETTING INVOLVED

Every incoming student will be assigned a Russian-speaking student who
will help him or her to get acquainted with Nizhny Novgorod and learn a lot
about Russian culture and traditions.

Buddy system

International Students' Club
Incoming students are invited to join an International Students' Club where
they can meet other international students through on- and off-campus
events.

ACCOMMODATION

Estimated
monthly living costs (RUB)

Student
dormitory on campus

Room in a host family 
off-campus 

(meals are not included)

Room is a host family 
off-campus 

(breakfast & dinners included)

Rent

Food

Internet

Phone

3 300

500

400

10 000

18 000

10 000

Incl. in the price

400

Incl. in the price

400

25 000 - 30 000

6 000



By plane

The most convenient way to arrive in Nizhny Novgorod from abroad is by plane via Moscow. Most
planes from Moscow to Nizhny Novgorod leave from the Sheremetyevo airport. 

Student
dormitory on campus

LOGISTICS

By train

Another way to come to Nizhny Novgorod from Moscow is by train. There are more than 10 daily
trains from Moscow to Nizhny Novgorod and back. The trains depart from Kursky and Yaroslavsky
railway stations, which can be reached by Aeroexpress trains, metro or taxi (you can use the Uber
application or call +7 (495) 255-25-54 or +7 (495) 255-16-19). The timetable for trains from Moscow
to Nizhny Novgorod can be found at the Russian Railways Web site. Tickets can be bought 60
days before the trip. 

Public transport 

Fares are set at a flat rate of 28 rub or 30 rub per journey.
Students can buy a monthly ticket at the current price of 1200 rubles for unlimited public
transportation within the city of Nizhny Novgorod (500 rubles for unlimited bus transportation).
We recommend to use 2gis application (available in AppStore and Google Play) to better navigate
around the city.

eng.unn.ru
+7 (831) 462 31 02
+7 (831) 462 35 21
mobility@unn.ru

We are looking forward to welcoming you in Nizhny Novgorod!


